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FIRST THE GOOD NEWS: YOU ARE NOT ALONE.
According to the popular aesthetic consumer website RealSelf, 98% of 
consumers are interested in a treatment primarily for body sculpting 
but that also reduces fat.

Nine out of 10 people say they are concerned about their belly 
and butt.

NOW THE GREAT NEWS: THERE IS ONE 
DEVICE that is FDA cleared to strengthen, firm, and tone 
the abdomen, buttocks, thighs, arms, and calves. It’s called 
Emsculpt® from BTL.

 
IS EMSCULPT® RIGHT FOR YOU? 
Maybe. Read ahead to learn more about Emsculpt 
and be sure to talk to your doctor today. 

Emsculpt may be right for you if you are one of the 
78% of women who say they want to sculpt and 
build muscle in their abdomen. Perhaps you are 
one of the 86% of women who appreciate a 
firm butt and toned, sculpted thighs.*

Or, maybe you’re a man seeking a more 
defined abdomen, strong calves, or guns 
that ought to require a permit.

DO YOU WANT  
A FLATTER TUMMY? 
TONED ARMS?  
A LIFTED BOOTY?
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*Data on file, BTL

Increase in MUSCLE THICKNESS* 16%

WAIST CIRCUMFERENCE reduction* ~4cm

“ WORTH IT” RATING from Real Self.87%

VOLUMETRIC GROWTH  
of all three gluteal muscles*11%

EMSCUPLT DELIVERS



WHAT ABOUT LIPOSUCTION? I HEARD THAT WAS THE 
“GOLD STANDARD.”
Liposuction is still regarded by most cosmetic surgeons as the gold standard for fat 
reduction. But the procedure does nothing to address muscle tone. Emsculpt is the 
only treatment shown to increase muscle size.

Liposuction is an invasive procedure that requires anesthesia. Properly trained, board 
certified physicians can perform the procedure effectively and safely, but there are risks 
associated with any surgical procedure.

Emsculpt is completely non-invasive. There is no need for anesthesia. Some doctors 
use Emsculpt for patients who have already undergone liposuction in order to build 
muscle and tone.

DO YOU WANT A FLATTER TUMMY?

BUT THERE ARE OTHER DEVICES ON THE MARKET TO SCULPT THE 
BODY. WHAT ABOUT THOSE?
There are other devices on the market for body sculpting, and BTL, makers of the Emsculpt system, also make 
devices to treat fat. But no other device on the market targets muscles the way that Emsculpt does.

It should be noted that some doctors will use more than one device for a given patient, depending on the 
patient’s body composition and goals. For example, some patients receive debulking treatments first and then 
receive Emsculpt for toning and additional body sculpting. Talk to your doctor about your options. 

SO WHAT IS EMSCULPT TREATMENT LIKE?
A typical treatment cycle involves a series of 2 treatments per week over 2 weeks, for a total of 4 treatments. 
Each treatment takes about half an hour. Before you begin treatment, your doctor will assess your health 
and your goals and determine if treatment is right for you. There are a few limitations on who can receive 
Emsculpt treatment. 

Each treatment takes about half an hour, and once you’re finished, you can return to routine activities. 
You may feel like you’ve had a strenuous workout immediately after treatment and the next day, but most 
patients have no significant discomfort or pain.
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WHO IS EMSCULPT APPROPRIATE FOR? DO I WEIGH 
TOO MUCH? AM I TOO THIN?
Emsculpt can be used for a wide range of body types. Patients who are already trim 
and toned may find that Emsculpt treatment gives them the boost they need to 
increase muscle mass and definition. 

Keep in mind that treatment is targeted. You may have the washboard abs you 
desire, but maybe you want a more impressive booty. Emsculpt can help.

Patients who have more body mass can also have impressive results with Emsculpt 
treatment, sculpting their bodies and boosting their confidence.

TONED ARMS? A LIFTED BOOTY?

ISN’T THIS CHEATING?
No. It’s clear that diet and exercise can do only so much. If you’ve put the time into being fit and active but 
still don’t see the muscle definition you desire, why not have a safe and effective treatment that is proven 
to build muscle?

Face it: the majority of Americans want to look more fit and strong. In a New Beauty survey, 92% of women 
said that it was important to feel strong and powerful, while 91% valued looking fit and trim. Only 17% 
want to look thin and not muscular!*

Fully 88% of women say they are interested in a treatment that could sculpt their body. Emsculpt is the 
treatment they’ve always dreamed of.

Fitness trainers and endurance athletes have undergone treatment with Emsculpt to enhance the outcomes 
of their hard work.
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Courtesy of Chris Bailey, M
D

* Data on file, BTL
Results and patient experience may vary. Patients shown in the B&A pictures are within +/- 5 lbs of their original weight unless specified.
As with any medical procedure, ask your doctor if the Emsculpt procedure is right for you. 
The Emsculpt procedure is US FDA cleared for  strengthening, firming and toning abdomen, buttocks, thighs, arms and calves.

BTL®, EMSCULPT®, Exilis®, HIFEM®, Vanquish® are registered trademarks in the United States of America, the European Union and/or other countries. Trademarks EMSCULPT®, 
EMSELLA®, EM™ and HIFEM® are parts of EM Family of products.
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IS IT POSSIBLE TO BUILD 
MUSCLE AND INCREASE TONE 
FOR A TRIMMER APPEARANCE?
Yes. One device is FDA-cleared to stimulate 
muscle, resulting in growth of new and existing 
muscle tissue. 

Emsculpt from BTL uses electromagnetic energy 
to target muscles and induce what are called 
supramaximal contractions. When treatment is 
applied to the abdomen, for example, the result 
is similar to doing 20,000 sit-ups in just one 
30-minute treatment.

WHAT DOES TREATMENT DO?
By inducing supramaximal contractions—put 
another way: by working out the muscles at rates 
far greater than is possible with regular exercise—
Emsculpt treatment is able to encourage growth 
(what your doctor would call muscle hypertrophy) 
and strengthing of muscle tissue. A side effect of 
muscle strengthening is fat burning.

HOW HAS THIS TECHNOLOGY 
BEEN TESTED?
There have been 13 studies done to document 
the efficacy and safety of the HIFEM procedure 
and the Emsculpt system. This research was 
subject to the peer-review process, meaning that 
independent physician scientists assessed the 
research for quality and reliability.

The beneficial effects of Emsculpt treatment 
have been documented using tape measures, 
measurement of weight and body fat, MRI, CT 
scans, and ultrasound—all for objective measure 
of outcomes. Not to mention the impressive 
before and after images.



CAN EMSCULPT REALLY 
TREAT ABS, BUTTS, 
ARMS, AND LEGS?
Yes. Emsculpt has special applicators 
that use unique protocols to treat 
the abdomen, butt, arms, and legs. 
Other devices may claim to reduce 
fat or tighten skin in these areas, 
but only Emsculpt is shown to cause 
muscle growth in these areas. In 
other words, it’s the only device that 
can give you chiseled arms or calves 
or a lifted, rounder bottom.

IS IT WORTH IT?
The data confirm the positive effects 
of Emsculpt treatment on muscle 
mass and body sculpting. Take it 
from patients: Emsculpt has an 87% 
“Worth It” rating at RealSelf.com.

SHOULD I TALK TO 
MY DOCTOR ABOUT 
EMSCULPT?
Yes. Your doctor can help you decide 
if Emsculpt treatment is right for 
you. She or he can assess your body 
composition, your health, and your 
goals to see if Emsculpt is the best 
option for you.

There’s a good chance Emsculpt is 
a suitable option to help you meet 
your goals. Within an overall fitness 
focus—eat right, exercise, and get 
good sleep—Emsculpt can help you 
sculpt the body you desire.
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